11/17/17
Announcer: Welcome to “Weekend Update” with Steven Brisley
Good evening, I’m Steven Brisley. Here are tonight’s top stories:
Officials this morning released the name of the Colorado Mad Pooper, who was apprehended in Week 8
in Denver. Unfortunately for Mr. Kareem Hunt, it turns out that holding all that poop in slows one down
considerably. Kareem’s team, the aptly named Texas Poopers, face off against their rivals, the Mexican
Hand Gamers, in what many expect to be a close matchup. Fortunately for los Mexicanos, Alvin
Kamara’s diet of creole classics provides enough of a methane-induced boost to keep him outrunning
defenders and outpacing the Poopers. Los Mexicanos win by eight.
NBA stay Karl-Anthony Towns said Tuesday that he believes the NBA should consider taking marijuana
off its banned substance list. When asked for his thoughts during a recent practice, Famous Jameis’ Crab
Leg star Le’Veon Bell simply asked: “Can I stop getting suspended?” Fortunately for Bell, he has not been
caught riding around with his friend LeGarrette Blount recently and instead will be in tip top form for
the matchup vs. the flailing Jon Micah Destroyers, whose hopes rest on their second-year flex RB Kenyan
Drake. Bell and teammate Roethlisberger’s matchup should be too favorable for the Destoryers as the
Crab Legs roll to a 15 point victory.
Australians voiced their support for same sex marriage earlier this week in a non-binding postal vote.
Adam Gotsis, the highest drafted Australian football player and DE for the Magic Melvins, had this to say
when told about the result: “Fair dinkum? Ripper for them!”. In response, Gotsis’ teammates looked
around in confusion before suggesting that they have a well-rounded team and shouldn’t have any
problem handling Dirty Gurley and his injury-laden insulin boys, who will miss the presence of RB Aaron
Jones. The Magic Melvins pull out a squeaker with a two-point margin and I party it up in Boystown to
celebrate.
Tom Brady’s book titled “I’m an asshole and you should eat like me” continued to sell several copies this
week. Fortunately for Tom and the Waterboy’s Mamas, the Cali Fournettecators are led by the
chronically late Leonard Fournette who has still not gotten around to ordering TB’s book on Amazon. As
a result, the Fournettecators fail to prepare proper nutrition for their matchup and the Mama’s hope for
a second-to-last finish remains alive with a six point win.
Zimbabwe is under military control after the army seized power from President Mugabe. In a similar
event, JMG’s Associates are looking to seize control of the league with a victory over the commissioners
team that could take them into a tie at the top of the standings. Unfortunately for the Associates, coups
rarely work out the way they’re intended. In this week’s Game of the Week, Cliff’s Clowns obliterate the
Associates with a 25 point victory, humiliating Jon Micah, sending the standings into a free-for-all
frenzy, and finally bringing peace and quiet to the GroupMe for a workday or two.
For Weekend Update, I’m Steven Brisley. Good night and good luck!

